
ISSUE DATE - EXPIRY DATE:

PLAYER SIGNATURE:

*CARD NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED*

DISCIPLINE:

The YRSA ran a successful test pilot of the OSA Player ID cards in 2015 for the U8 to U12 age divisions throughout the indoor 
2015/16 season. For outdoor 2016, all YRSA Club development and competitive players from U8 to U18 as well as all adult 
players in competitive or recreational organized leagues, require updating their player book to a valid Photo ID card. Player 
Photo ID cards are valid for 3 years for youth and 5 years for senior players from the month of issue. 

Players are only allowed one valid piece of Player ID, therefore only one card per player, and no book from previous years will 
be validated.  

Things to Look For 
When Checking ID Cards 
of the Opposing Team at League Games
1.  ID Card is completed with Player name, date of birth (DOB), Gender, Club, OSA# and Level 
 of Play. This is more information than was available in the player book.

2.  The Player in front of you matches the photo on the ID Card.

3. The Issue Date - Expiry Date is valid (noted under the photo on the ID Card rather than as a 
 stamp in the book).

4. The Player ID Card, once authenticated with the Player in front of you, has been reconciled 
 against a valid OSA Team Roster or gamesheet for the opposing team.  In the player book,
 the  roster information was copied on a page in the book. This information has already been 
 submitted to the league and is approved to appear on the gamesheet.

5. Call-ups using Player ID cards must be accompanied by a screenshot of the player 
 registration  from the club’s registration database verifying their eligibility to be a call-up for 
 the game in play.

6.  ID Card is signed by player on the reverse side. (This feature coming soon!)

7.  Level of Play is correct for your scheduled league game.  
  •  A player with a PROVINCIAL level of play is only permitted to play on an OYSL OWSL 
   or OSL team.  
  •  A Player with a REGIONAL level of play, can play on a CSL or CGSL team and be a 
     call-up to a PROVINCIAL team.  
  •  A Player with a DISTRICT level of play can be a call-up to either a REGIONAL or 
     PROVINCIAL team. 
  •  A player with a COMMUNITY level of play is a recreational player and can be called 
   up accordingly.

8. Discipline action dates have been reviewed (if applicable) on the back of the card and player’s 
 eligibility for game play confirmed.  (This feature coming soon!)


